A student? Teacher? Employee? Regardless of who you are, this new normal thing is a trend. This pandemic limits us from doing things in a normal way. We limit ourselves from meeting people the way we used to. From time to time, we felt so bored not seeing people we normally see on a daily basis. But then, there’s Zoom! This pandemic doesn’t stop us from meeting our loved ones virtually. And as a teacher, this pandemic doesn’t stop me from doing my job and meeting my students online.

We are in a generation where technology plays an important role in our daily lives. I personally thank its developer because of the advantages it brings to me as a teacher as well as to those using this application to meet clients, people, and the like.

In this generation where being techy is a must, we need to cope up by adapting to this new normal. One thing I will suggest is to keep on watching YouTube for instructions on how to use this application. No one must be left behind. We are in this era where adapting must be constant and learning must be on a fast face in order to keep up.

To that Zoom Gen out there, keep on kicking and keep on learning for this pandemic won’t stop us from sharing knowledge and seeing our loved ones virtually. Time will come; this new normal is the normal thing with or without the pandemic.
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